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On the edge
Transported across 7,000 miles, Jessica Holt’s (BFA ’19) senior collection hit
the runway at the Mall of Qatar on April 27, 2019. Holt, along with Richmond
classmates Lama Ali and Yuchen Tian (BFA ’19), made the journey to join their
Qatari counterparts for the annual VCUarts Qatar fashion show, EDGE.
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WE ARE
VCUARTS
At VCUarts, collaboration is our driving force. Whether it’s
between disciplines, with partners in the community, or
stretching across the globe, shared idea generation is intrinsic
to our teaching, learning and discovery.
In this issue of Studio, you’ll see how we’re forming intentional
partnerships that prepare students to enter a world of emerging
industries, or work together to produce an opera. You’ll read
about how we’re forging connections to ignite conversations
across lines o di erence and c an e t e ace o ealt care and
medical education for the better. You’ll understand how we’re
fueling a culture of innovation that will forever change the arts,
design, performance, medicine, technology and humanity itself.
As we look to the future, this spirit of collaboration will continue
to be core to our identity and drive our endeavors. The VCU
master plan calls for new spaces that are intentionally designed
to o ti i e inno ation
ere students ill learn to arness
their abilities and solve the challenges of tomorrow. At VCUarts,
we are further investing in collaborative and cross-disciplinary
e orts t at ill o ili e our creati e no led e and con ert
it into unstoppable momentum.
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VCUarts has a unique story of ambition, adaptability, relevance
and ingenuity—and we’re thrilled to share it with you.

Shayla Pham, Jake Potts,
Jasmyne Burrell, Karsen Beckner
Living Room Illusion
A group project by fall 2018 Art Foundation
students in Lily Cox-Richard's Space Research
and Wes Taylor's Surface classes. The work
was photographed at the Anderson as part of
the Camo AF exhibition.
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International design expert Amir Berbić
is the new dean of VCUarts Qatar.
Previously a professor of graphic design
at the University of Illinois at Chicago,
er i as ser ed as associate dean or
acult a airs o t e olle e o
Architecture, Design, and the Arts; and
on the AIGA Chicago board of directors.
er i as colla orated it cultural
or ani ations arts institutions and
publishers. His scholarly and creative
work examines the role design can
have in shaping identities of places,
and as een reco ni ed in nu erous
publications and exhibitions.
er i olds an
in isual
communication from the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago and a BFA in
graphic design from the University of
Illinois at Chicago.
“VCUarts Qatar is nimble, dynamic and
experimental,” he said. “It is a lab for
innovative ideas that emerge out of
research, teaching and student initiatives
within a very unique environment.”

As professors in the Department of
Communication Arts, Stephen Alcorn
and Sterling Hundley (BFA ’98) focus on
the powerful and timeless relationship
between art and narrative, image and
story. The award-winning artists have
also illustrated numerous books, where
they must bring visual life to another
person’s words.
Their most recent works deal with
historical narratives comprising serious
content, but are designed to speak to
children. Hundley illustrated Robert
Burleigh’s O Captain, My Captain: Walt
Whitman, Abraham Lincoln, and the Civil
War, while Alcorn’s latest, Let It Shine:
War
Stories of Black Women Freedom
Fighters by Andrea Davis Pinkney, was
released in January and selected for
inclusion on EmbraceRace’s list of
26 most notable children’s books to
support conversations on race, racism
and resistance.
“The highly symbolic and stylized
portraits created for Let It Shine stem
from my belief that through our shared
humanity, no matter how we may
self-identify, we can learn to transcend
the limits of socially constructed
realities and see our reflection in
others,” Alcorn says.
Read more about Alcorn and Hundley’s
work in a Q&A with VCU News at
news.vcu.edu/article/illustrating_history.

VISUALIZING
22 PERCENT
As Hallie Chametzky (BFA ’19) danced in front of images of data and maps, she told
a story of shifting landscapes, of loss and of gain, of percentages and identity.
s a e is
erican ro in u in a secular ouse old
a et
didn t al a s
feel a deep-seated connection to Israel. However, when she later began to explore her
identit s e also started to uestion t e roots o sraeli alestinian conflict
In 22 Percent: A Disintegrating Data Visualization
a et
t en a student in t e
Department of Dance + Choreography, examined the cultural, emotional, spiritual and
physical consequences of land loss for those displaced in the 70 years since Israel’s
oundin
e e odied nu ers startin at
and or in do n to
to reflect
the dwindling percentage of historic Palestine that remains in Palestinian control.
a et
recei ed a
arts nder raduate esearc and nno ation rant to
bring her concept to life, with help from Kinetic Imaging student Fiona Penn, who
de elo ed a series o ani ations t at incor orated a s te t and data isuali ation
music by composer Colton Dodd (BM ’18); videography and lighting design from
Photography + Film student Zephyr Sheedy (BFA ’19); and advice from faculty mentor
Kate Sicchio, a choreographer, media artist and performer.
When 22 Percent re iered t is s rin at t e nderson
a et
sa s t as
rst i u lic er or ance o
solo or
ic as scar ut t is elt ersonal
and not like something I would want to coach someone else to do.”

FROM THE PODIUM

tt e
a on
con erence in
March, Communication Arts associate
professor Matt Wallin moderated a panel
discussion between John Knoll, chief
creati e o cer at ndustrial i t and
Magic and co-creator of Photoshop, and
Dennis Muren, an eight-time Academy
ard inner or isual e ects o
worked on Star Wars, ET, Jurassic Park
and more. Bonus: Wallin also chatted
with surprise guest Mark Hamill (right),
a a u e
al er and
a on
e e os le t

ON DISPLAY

Corin Hewitt, associate professor of
Sculpture + Extended Media, held his
solo exhibition Shadows Are To Shade
at the Institute for Contemporary Art
at VCU.
John Henry Blatter (MFA ’09) and
Jill Ware’s Embodied Empathy was
featured in A certain set of dynamics,
Urban Glass Brooklyn.
Photography + Film professor
Sasha Waters Freyer’s documentary
Garry Winogrand: All Things are
Photographable aired on the PBS
series American Masters.
Massa Lemu, assistant professor of
Sculpture + Extended Media, as part
o t e
o
ollecti e participated
in Row at the University of Malawi.
Kinetic Imaging Chair Stephen Vitiello
was included in By Any Means:
Contemporary Drawings from the
Morgan at the Morgan Library and
Museum. The exhibition also featured
the work of John Cage, Sol LeWitt,
and Robert Rauschenberg.
Photography + Film professor
Paul Thulin’s Faculty Research
Grant allowed him to spend time
in Puerto Rico working on
a family-based photography and
multimedia project that was
the focus of his Invited Speaker’s
Talk at the 2019 Society for
Photographic Education National
Conference.
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Pam Lawton, associate professor
of art education, published CommunityBased Art Education Across the
Lifespan, outlining teaching practices
that encourage students to connect
their art education in the classroom to
applications in the broader community.

Sculpture professor Guadalupé
Maravilla was interviewed by
author Sheila Maldonado for the
Distinguished Artist Interviews at
the CAA Annual Conference.

NEWS |

Filmmaker Mary Beth Reed has
a two-person exhibition of several
of her shorts at the prestigious
Festival Internacional Del Nuevo Cine
Latinoamericano in Havana, Cuba.

KUDOS
Graphic design professor Nontsikelelo
Mutiti received a Soros Arts Fellowship
to explore African hair braiding practices
as subject and as a metaphor for the
braiding together of multiple streams of
content t rou
eld or arc i in
design, and publishing.
Tony Garcia director o a
tudies
was appointed to the National Endowment
for the Arts music application review
panel, which awarded more than
$3.3 million dollars in grant funds.
Erin Freeman, director of choral
acti ities as a nalist or Performance
Today’s Classical Woman of the Year.
Communication Arts student Lauren
Hanapole s ori inal s ort l A Jungle
Journey, was awarded Best Animated
Short Film in the District Cinema Film
Festival in Washington, D.C.
ru et and a studies ro essor
Rex Richardson’s latest recording,
Freedom of Movement: 21st Century
Trumpet Concertos, was nominated
by 4BarsRest as the 2018 Solo CD of
the Year. The Journal of the International
Trumpet Guild called the CD “a triumph
of virtuosity and musicianship.”
Melanie Buffington, associate
professor or art education, was named
to Richmond Mayor Levar Stoney’s
History and Culture Commission.
Music students Oakley Bonney,
Cougar Conley, Rhys Edwards,
Sebastian Ford, Jerry Grimes and
Noah Mendoza appeared in the
uarter nals o t e ational ru et
Competition.

CURATORIAL VISION
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When graduate sculpture students Umico Niwa and Petra Szilagyi envisioned their
project in the Mature Fruitbody exhibition at the Anderson, they pictured walls
painted with crushed vegetables. They imagined a miniature house in the shape of
a horse ridden by the prehistoric Venus of Willendorf.
The show’s curators—a group of undergraduate art history students—had to make
that vision a reality as part of their Curatorial Theory and Practice class. The course
combined the rigors of traditional scholarship and studio artmaking as students
studied and debated how art is shown in a gallery space. The class culminated with
three exhibitions, each planned and executed by the students.
Allison Myers, visiting assistant professor of art history, developed the crossdisciplinary course after a fellowship at the University of Texas at Austin where
she mentored a student organization responsible for installing three exhibitions
of student work a year. She wanted students to have complete agency over the
exhibitions—just as a professional curator would.
eein
at curatin is li e rst and reall set in stone t at
at lo e to do is
create and collaborate,” says Lauryn Pulliam, an anthropology major and art history
inor
o too t e class lo e s o casin t e artist and t eir essa e and
connecting the audience with the artist.”

Don’t Forget Your Bike by Photography
+ Film students Zephyr Sheedy (BFA ’19)
and Will Barker (BFA ’19) was accepted
to the 17th Annual Filmed By Bike Film
esti al in ortland re on
The National Endowment for the Arts
awarded a $25,000 Art Works Grant to
Fathomers, a creative research institute,
to construct a site s eci c or
associate professor of sculpture
Michael Jones McKean. The project,
“Atmosphere,” is part of Twelve Earths,
a long-term work that spans 12 locations.
Johan Granberg, Haithem El-Hammali
and Mohammad Suleiman, interior
design faculty at VCUarts Qatar,
received the Council for Interior Design
Accreditation Excellence Merit Award
for their entry, “Meta Studio Pedagogy.”

Fashion design student Levi Haskins
earned a perfect score in the YMA
Fashion Scholarship Fund case study
competition, winning a $7,500
scholarship. Four other Fashion Design
+ Merchandising students—
Kate O’Neal, Jane Terrell, Celine Abello
(BFA ’18) and Kathy Schraf (BFA ’18)
—also won FSF scholarships.
DesignIntelligence ranked the
Department of Interior Design among
the top 10 most admired graduate
programs and the top 20 most admired
undergraduate programs.
Physician-Scientist in Residence
Dr. John Nestler was named to
the Association of American Medical
Colleges’ new committee on art
and medicine.
Communication Arts major Mary
Metzger (BFA ’18) was selected as
a Top Talent in illustration in the 2019
Adobe Design Achievement Awards
for her work But You Don’t Look Sick!,
an illustrated ine ocussin on t e
experiences of students who live with
chronic illnesses.
Gavagai a eature l directed
Cinema Professor Rob Tregenza, was
na ed a on t e est l s o
by Metacritic and The New Yorker.
ritten
re en a and or er
professor Kirk Kjeldsen, Gavagai
was shot in Norway by a crew that
included professors Arthur Eng and
Danny Caporaletti.
Through a Windgate Charitable
Foundation Grant, the Department of
Craft/Material Studies spearheaded
a new post-baccalaureate program
for graduating BFA seniors. Each year,
the Craft Apprenticeship Program
fosters mentorship relationships
between two VCU undergraduates and
established artists from around the
orld
e rst t o
reci ients ent
to t e ec e u lic and iladel ia
Pennsylvania.
E. Gaynell Sherrod, associate professor
of Dance + Choreography, was named
the interim executive director of the
Philadelphia Dance Company
as art o a rant ro
two large foundations.
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Jason Butler Harner (BFA ’92)
actor, writer and producer

“An opportunity was
offered, a plan unfolded.
I accepted and I had
no idea at the time but
a salvation was put
into play.”

Chad Coleman
actor, The Walking
Dead and The Orville

| NEWS

Artists, makers, performers and scholars often visit campus to
share their knowledge and experiences with VCUarts students and
faculty. In recent months, we welcomed New Museum curator
ar ot orton a dru
er att ilson as ion desi ner
ristian iriano ra ilian ianist onia u ins artist and dancer
Matty Davis, photographer Jess Dugan, and many, many more.

“I’ve drawn a lot of
skulls in my life.”
Mike Mignola
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comic artist, creator of Hellboy

“I would have nurtured
myself as a person
more, not as an actor.
I wish I’d paid more
attention to me,
because that comes
through first.”

“Ideas are thrilling and
consistently give me a high.
But it is in the process of
making art where I find
refuge. In the face of life’s
fragility and incoherence,
it is in the hands-on, dirty
work that I find peace and
feel safe. The focus required
gives order to my thoughts
and emotions, regardless
of how fast they race. And,
I can discover the pace of
my own heartbeat.”

Access to
opportunity
For more than 90 years, VCUarts has been providing students

with a peerless education, teaching them to harness their abilities
and transform the landscape of our communities. We invest

in experiences that equip our students to leverage their abilities,

talents and drive to bring ideas into existence, and support them
as they pursue internships that prepare them to be leaders in
their creative practices.
o e er or

an students si

l

a in t e nancial resources

to graduate is an obstacle. While VCUarts has one of the highest
our ear raduation rates it in t e uni ersit

the number one barrier to obtaining a degree.

nances re ain

With the support of visionary donors, VCUarts can remove barriers
and ensure that our students remain focused on their explorations,
rat er t an on t e ear o

nancial uncertaint

For more information on how to invest, please contact

Elizabeth Turk

—Artist, sculptor and MacArthur
“Genius” Fellow Elizabeth Turk
in her commencement address
to the Class of 2019

Anna von Gehr, executive director of development and strategic
initiatives, at (804) 828-3189 or aevongehr@vcu.edu, or make
a gift today at arts.vcu.edu/give-to-vcuarts.

NEWS |
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When the curtain rises over the Sonia Vlahcevic Concert Hall at the start of
The Pirates of Penzance, it’s easy to become absorbed in the story of
Frederic as he celebrates his 21st birthday and the end of his apprenticeship
to a band of pirates. You’re probably not thinking about how, just moments
ago, the singers were backstage warming up their vocal cords while
a violinist practiced that tricky phrase one last time.
As you watch Major-General Stanley’s wards dance across the stage, you
don’t imagine that hours earlier Melanie Kohn Day, director and producer
o ir inia o
on ealt ni ersit
era as surrounded
curlin
irons and i s as t e irates fli ed t rou stu ed costu e rac s and
the crew checked lights and ensured all the show’s props were in place.
ou re de nitel not t in in a out o t ese students didn t ust a e to
learn the music, staging and choreography to arrive at this performance,
but also skills that transcend it, such as audition techniques, a variety of
British dialects, improvisation, and the business of being a professional
o era sin er ou i t not reali e t at ou are loo in at t e co an it
the longest-running tradition of full-scale opera productions in Virginia.
You’d be forgiven for these oversights because, after all, that’s the point.
You’re here to enjoy a show. But the months-long preparation by this team of
opera professionals and undergraduates balancing work and school and life?
It’s worth taking note.

14
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Here’s a look at everything it takes to get to curtain call.

DEC 18

Melanie Kohn Day and Ken Wood,
the opera’s co-directors and both
professors in the Department of Music,
select The Pirates of Penzance as the
spring opera production. A number
of factors play into the decision, from the
experience and vocal ranges of students
to the orchestra’s schedule. This year,
Daniel Myssyk
era s orc estra
conductor, is concerned about the
ensemble’s limited availability for
rehearsals. The night before students
depart for winter break, Day announces
the cast and distributes music. They
s end t eir rea a iliari in and
practicing.

JAN 14

The week classes begin, so do vocal
rehearsals. Students also explore their
characters and their motivations.
Micah Baldwin, a junior, plays the role of
Frederic. He says he doesn’t know
“if you’d call Frederic a hero or a villain.
He’s very devoted to his sense of duty.”
Senior Emily Nesbitt plays one of
Major-General Stanley’s wards, Edith.
“She’s a bit of a stick in the mud,” Nesbitt
says. “She keeps all of her sisters in line.
But she has a couple of moments when
she lets her hair down.”
era is an under raduate o era
program, meaning students have the
chance to tackle roles typically given to
graduate students.
“When our students audition for
graduate school, they’re up against
people who have similar singing talent,
acting skills and foreign language skills,”
Day says. “But our students have
worked out their physical kinks and
nerves so they have more polish, and
they get huge scholarships.”

FEB 6

Four miles north of VCU, Leslie Winn and
Ivy Austin stand in their garage-turnedcostume-studio looking over binders of
sketches, movie stills and historical
images before designing the show’s
costumes.
“We’re presenting a picture for the
audience,” Winn says. “Because this is all
about Gilbert and Sullivan’s commentary
on the politics of the day, it’s very
confusing if we don’t put people into that
time period.”
They aren’t starting completely from
scratch. Day has been building VCU’s
costume collection for decades,
beginning with a fundraising campaign
to urc ase e corsets anniers and
petticoats. In 2011, William Welty
donated a collection worth $200,000
ro t e
era esti al di o a
ere
Day was a former artistic director.

FEB 27

Rehearsals move into blocking, where
Wood acts as stage director and
develops the blueprint for how each cast
member will move during singing and
dialogue.

APR 8

Austin and Winn attend rehearsals,
armed with racks of dresses and
uni or s or ttin s
e s i t uttons
sew in hooks for quick removal and add
details. “We keep working until they
do t eir rst er or ance ustin sa s
“and we have to stop.”

APR 9

or t e rst ti e t e orc estra and cast
rehearse together. Myssyk drills sections
of “I Am the Very Model of a Modern
Major-General,” known for its fast pace
and tongue-twisting lyrics. “Don’t rush
me,” he warns.
“Young musicians are often worried
about their own parts and don’t listen
as well to each other and to the singers,”
Myssyk says. “I teach them how to
become more sensitive to their
en iron ent and ore fle i le it
tempo.”

APR 18

APR 28

Just like the costumes, they have an
extensive prop and set inventory to pull
from. “Visitors who know what they’re
looking at walk into our storage and their
a s dro to t e round sa s arnat
who is Day’s husband and also a music
professor at Longwood University.

But before she starts the process all
over again—researching operas, pulling
costumes and props, and considering
the voices of her students—Day pauses
to reflect

The cast and crew spend the weekend
assembling the set. They hammer and
paint, climb ladders and check lights, all
with the support of technical director
Roland Karnatz, lighting designer Curt
Blankenship and scenic designer
Mercedes Shaum.

APR 25

Tech week is all about bringing the show
to life. First, the orchestra sits in the pit
and the cast rehearses in costume.
Then come the wigs and hairstyles. At
the last dress rehearsal, complete
it sta e a eu t e ocus is on nal
ad ust ents in costu es settin
li tin cues ne tunin c oreo ra
and maintaining eye contact with the
conductor at all times.

e nal er or ance o ens at
Just three hours later, set pieces will be
broken down and returned to the James
W. Black Music Center. Costumes and
i s ill ll t e clot eslines strun
across a s and arnat s ac ard as
they wash and clean hundreds of pieces.

“It’s so impressive that these
undergraduate multitaskers can pull
o t ese lar e scale roductions
she says. “They have to instantly
e ori e lon dance se uences t en
add singing to the dancing, all in wigs
and long costumes. I am absolutely
awestruck when I watch all that they
have to do.”
See more from behind the curtain at
vcu.exposure.co/a-night-at-the-opera.

“I have to sit down with the score and
think logically about where a person
would be coming from as they enter the
space, and about the interaction
between the characters,” he says.
Kate Juliana (BM ’18), who returned to
sing in the chorus, says it’s a challenge
to juggle singing and dialogue with
dancing and movement. “[I have to]
dance around the stage with a parasol
without hitting anyone, without running
out of breath and smiling the entire time,”
she says.

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA |
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Lately, Ryu has been testing a new hypothesis:
Can personal storytelling and virtual reality help
terminally ill patients manage their pain and
construct meaning for their lives? Working with a
team of Kinetic Imaging students and health
care workers from VCU’s palliative care unit, Ryu
developed avatars representing a variety of ages
and ethnicities, in a series of environments,

Ryu, an associate professor of Kinetic Imaging,
wondered if this same experience could be
replicated in others. She worked with Tracey
Gendron from VCU’s Department of Gerontology
to develop VoicingElder, which used avatars and
lip sync technology to help residents in an
assisted living facility listen to their own stories.
Ryu saw the practice as a way to improve quality
of life and connect through storytelling.

That’s when, she says, she found her Han—a
Korean concept where one feels extreme grief
coupled with great hope.

t rst t ou t it as oin to e a er
gloomy and dark atmosphere,” she says. “But
I found the opposite. Everybody is trying to
enjoy every moment of life. They love spirituality
because they are starting to think beyond
the physicality of life. That is very close to what
artists are talking about.”

Ryu says her research has deepened her own
understanding of palliative care.

This summer, Ryu and her teammates presented
VoicingHan at the International Symposium
on Electronic Art, showing how the practice can
be used to approach mortality and mitigate
e istential su erin or alliati e care atients

allowing patients to connect with places and
moments in their memories and imaginations.
ne test case in ol ed a o an it cancer
that resulted in pain in her left arm. By watching
her movements through the avatar, however,
the patient’s perception of pain changed and
her mobility increased.
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When Semi Ryu performed Parting on Z—
her work about a farewell between symbolic
lovers: user and avatar—in London in 2013,
something unexpected happened: She found
herself sobbing in the middle of it.
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The eight-week course included practice in
i ro isational t eater reflecti e ritin and
discussions on the impact of race and culture.
They also visited local museums, like the
Institute for Contemporary Art at VCU and the
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, where observation
of artworks provided a reminder that close
attention remains a critical skill.

In their new medical elective course—Medicine,
Art and the Humanities—instruction is infused
with concepts from arts education in hopes of
developing physicians who are more empathetic,
attuned to their patients’ symptoms, and
equipped to manage their own stress.

Improving the patient
experience isn’t just about staying abreast
of the latest diagnostic and treatment
techniques. For VCUarts physician-scientist in
residence Dr. John E. Nestler, assistant
professor of medicine Megan Lemay, and Chair
of art education Sara Wilson McKay, it means
completely rethinking physician training
programs.

In one assignment, medical students
interviewed a patient and drafted a living
history narrative. At the same time,
Communication Arts students in Stephen
Alcorn’s Metamorfaces class drew the
interaction. Nestler says the assignment
fostered young artists’ understanding of the
human condition, while medical students
were reminded to see their patient as a person,
rather than an illness to be diagnosed.

“Doctors need to notice if a patient’s pallor
is ashen, if their breathing is labored, if they
have swelling in their ankles, if they have
lesions on their body,” Nestler says.
“We have a lot of tests available to us now,
but observational skills are still a crucial
diagnostic tool.”

MEDICINE, ART
AND THE HUMANITIES

arts
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Connecting the arts and medicine through an emerging technology
has been an exciting undertaking for the team. “It’s about striking
the balance of the creative versus the cognitive and the analytical
versus the creative,” says Ware.

Several new projects are forging connections between the arts and
health. In one, the Embodied Empathy team worked with Dr. Scott A.
Vota, and Dr. Kathleen Pearson, from the Department of Neurology
at VCU Health to help family, caregivers and advocates understand
at it s li e to su er ro earl
iddle and late sta es o
na
partnership with Dr. John E. Nestler, VCUarts physician-scientist in
residence, VR is used to promote empathy and reduce bias towards
erontolo
atients a on rst ear edical students linical
trials have shown improvements, and the researchers see potential
for VR training to become part of the medical school curriculum.

“Early on,” Ware says, “it became really apparent there were a lot of
ways to connect this project to other disciplines.”

That’s one of the questions being answered by Embodied Empathy,
a new interdisciplinary project lab at VCUarts—led by VCUarts
assistant professors Jill Ware and John Henry Blatter (MFA ’09)
— that uses virtual reality to simulate another person’s experiences.
They’ve studied micromovements in golf swings, helped violin
students i ro e tec ni ue and anal ed allet or a on
dance students.

Can artists use virtual reality to train doctors to be more empathetic?

VIRTUAL REALITY
+ EMPATHY
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Tommy Ryan, graphic design
major: The central pharmacy at
VCU’s hospital uses
Rubbermaid carts to distribute
medication. They’re not secure
and they’re hard to maneuver.
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Mary Metzger,
communication arts major:
We all took the product
innovation capstone through
the da Vinci Center. We were
grouped into interdisciplinary
teams and outside companies
gave us assignments.

A graphic designer, a sculptor, a pro
ject manager, an engineer
and a brand strategist walked into
a classroom. They came out
with the solution to a problem that
has long eluded hospitals: how
to securely distribute medications
. Mary Metzger (BFA ’19),
Tommy Ryan and Calvin Price—all
students in VCU’s da Vinci
Center—talk about how they develop
ed the PharmaCart.

“It’s made me better at asking questions,” Carter says.
“Teaching isn’t so much telling information, but guiding
students to that understanding through questions.”

These discussions not only reveal how nurses can better
serve their patients, but also how future art educators can
serve their students.

Patrick Carter (BFA ’15), an art education graduate student
and Art of Nursing instructor, describes one conversation
about Nam June Paik’s Buddha Watching TV. Initially,
the nurses hated the work. But when pressed to consider
the artist’s intentions, the conversation turned to selfreflection and o to co e it trau a and stress ile
caring for others.

Since its founding in 2012, the Art of Nursing program has
paired art education students and faculty with more than
1,000 nursing peers. In art museums and galleries, they
conduct slower and deeper engagements with works of art.
Conversations speculate on the content and the message
an artist is communicating—what art education chair and
Art of Nursing founder Sara Wilson McKay calls “dialogic
looking.” In turn, this training strengthens nurses’ abilities to
reco ni e t e su tle needs o t eir atients and t e li its
and biases that shape their perceptions.

ser ation is a nurse s ost i ortant s ill and one t e
t icall de elo in t e os ital roo s and doctor s o ces
For some VCU nursing students, though, art holds the key
to attention and awareness.
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“What’s more important: what you have or what you need?”
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The students glance down at the cash on the table as Garreth
Blackwell’s question swirls around their heads. Two weeks prior,
instructor Blackwell had split the class of about 20 students into
four groups and lent each team a $5 bill. The goal was to take
their modest investments and make as much money as
possible. Most students returned with more than they ever
expected—one team earned $248, another $823.87. A third
returned with $20 while the last team broke even.
t rst t e assi n ent see ed i ossi le
at usiness
could thrive on just $5? But the challenge sparked their
i a inations s urrin t e to reco ni e t e assets one
can’t buy: ingenuity and perseverance. They became service
providers, cleaning homes and delivering groceries. They
o ered assa es and tutorin
e returned roducts to ea
read arot atc ed ets de elo ed a ine a in non ro t
and even courted an additional investor.

The lesson in Blackwell’s question seemed obvious
now. As arts majors, they already possess a creative
curiosity that empowers them to stray from norms
and standards, that primes them to invent new ways
of thinking about and seeing the world. They didn’t
need
to reali e t at ut t e li itation us ed t e
to reconsider what they were capable of.
at t e alread a e t e reali ed is ar ore
important than what they thought they needed.
The assignment was given in Blackwell’s course,
e reati e cono
ic de sti es t e usiness
world for arts students. Blackwell, an entrepreneur,
graphic designer and instructor in the VCUarts Center for
the Creative Economy, built the class around the idea that
artmaking and business are inherently similar collaborative
processes that need passion, experimentation and
unorthodox methodology to succeed.

How the Center for
the Creative Economy
is guiding the next
generation of creative
entrepreneurs

THE BUSINESS OF ART |
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a ide ran e o industries and ro essions t at can ene t
ro t eir s ills as illustrators usicians l
a ers and
more. The curriculum encourages students to consider
the broader applications of art, design, performance and
scholarship by preparing them to build prototypes, present
ideas to cor orations e at i e it custo ers and or
with engineers. The center’s three programs of study—
Creative Entrepreneurship, the internship program
esi n
erations and t e certi cate in d anced edia
Production Technology—train students to be leaders and
teammates in industries that value innovation above all else.
“It’s a nice mix of practical business advice and more
philosophical ideas about how we treat our practice and
tackling the anxieties that many artists feel,” says
Summer Doss, a senior majoring in Communication Arts.
Matt Woolman (BA ’90, MFA ’96), interim associate dean
for research, innovation and graduate studies, co-founded
the center after introducing the idea at VCUarts’ campus
in Qatar in 2009. Then the director of design entrepreneurship,
e uic l reali ed t at atar s fled lin desi n industr
meant the job market was highly competitive. VCUarts
atar raduates needed t e s ills and con dence to o en
businesses of their own or stand out against other skilled
professionals. He created a successful entrepreneurial
training program that was attuned to artists’ needs
and partnered with local businesses. The model served as
the framework for the CCE in Richmond when it launched
in 2011.

The course is part of an ambitious curriculum at the CCE,
which aims to strengthen the business acumen and
entrepreneurial resolve of arts majors. But the center’s
success relies on students o reco ni e o artists o
any discipline drive the economy.
In Blackwell’s class, his cohort of art students needed to
con uer t eir sel dou ts e ore t e could reco ni e
their value in a business environment.
“I am removing every excuse you have,” Blackwell told the
class. “It’s easy to say, ‘I don’t have that money, I don’t
have that degree, I don’t have that partner.’ But together
you turned $20 into $1,000.”
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Guiding the next generation

The creative economy is a 21st-century concept, a term
coined to describe the appreciative value that art and
innovation lend to an idea or product. In theory, the creative
economy encompasses any cultural good or service—
from television to publishing to textiles—but not every
output of the creative economy is strictly a commodity.
In practice, TV programs pull advertising campaigns and
streaming apps into their orbits, books necessitate
translation and di iti ation and clot in re uires aterials
sourced and items distributed.
The United Nations reported in 2013 that the growing
creative economy generated more than $2 trillion in global
revenue. And while the specter of automation could even
eat up jobs in the legal and accounting sectors, a 2016
stud in usiness a a ine McKinsey Quarterly found that
team management and project planning, especially within
arts and entertainment, are virtually immune to that fate.
With this climate in mind, the CCE is changing the way
VCUarts students see their careers, revealing to them

The Richmond center’s curriculum needed to respond to
di erent c allen es it a dee recession across t e
United States, art students and their parents were
concerned that arts-related careers would be considered
inessential a id ides read la o s and do nsi in
ool an anted to con dentl assure t e t at creati e
disciplines held enormous value, and that the skills art
students were learning in the studio or on stage could
apply to a broad range of potential careers.
“We provide them with experiences that are transferable
to any workplace,” says Woolman.

Brainstorming in the Depot

Located in the VCUarts Depot on Broad Street, the CCE’s
space echoes the spontaneity of a Silicon Valley startup
with high ceilings and exposed brick, long conference
tables and rolling whiteboards. It’s easy to imagine the next
le or etfli e er in ro a on st t e ean a
chairs, Post-it note-covered walls, 3D printer and ping pong
ta le t s co and odular a o suited or t in in
outside of one.
When Jeff Foster tells his Idea Accelerator class to devise
“problem statements” for their business concepts,
students ta e o to uddle in di erent roo s desi ned or
collaboration. Foster, the interim associate director
of the CCE, wants these statements to be a clear
articulation of the challenges each team’s project faces
and how their unique ideas respond to them. It’s still early
in the semester, which means they have several weeks
to test and tweak their concepts.
ro le state ents are t e rst ste on at oster calls
“innovation canvases”—comprehensive worksheets that
guide the development of their projects. The canvases ask
incisive questions like, “What are you trying to achieve?”
and o
an di erent a s can ou eet our
population’s needs?” that put each group’s ideas through
rigorous intellectual tests.

ne rou s conce t or an online ne arts ar et
ateriali es on a ite oard as a dense site a
e rou is tr in to ll a co
on need a on artists
a dedicated website where they can connect with
potential buyers. Instagram’s algorithms aren’t tailored
for their purpose, and Etsy is more focused on crafts.
When the canvas prompts them to consider their
audiences’ needs, they run through the solutions
they’ve devised. Robust navigation with granular search
lters ill el u ers nd at t e ant
ile
ersonali ed artists a es it a ort olio and direct
sales from the site, ensure the platform can accommodate
thousands of individual creators.
In the coming weeks, they’ll continue to answer questions
from the innovation canvas, which will press them to
envision their technology needs, required user competencies,
easi ilit cost and li itations in reali in t eir ision
At the end of the semester, they’ll sell their idea to the class
through a detailed product pitch.
Foster compares this exercise to being a prototype
developer. To sell an idea, even internally, innovators need
to clearly explain the problem it solves and how. In many
ways, the process parallels an artist’s statement by
explaining the methodology behind creative decisions.
“All those things that they’re learning in an arts and design
context easily translate to entrepreneurship,” says
Woolman. “They have to think on their feet, they have
to de end o tenti es cra ideas t e a e to listen to
criticism and they have to understand the
value of failure.”

Switching paths, forging new directions

In Your Ear Studios is a slice of Hollywood nestled in
Shockoe Bottom—and the home of the CCE’s Advanced
Media Production Technology program. Its sound
production studio is a powerhouse of mixers, consoles and
in uts flan ed recordin s aces or usicians and
actors. It’s the birthplace of Grammy-winning albums,
commercial spots for major brands like Coca-Cola, and
dialo ue roduction or l s suc as The Help and
Gladiator. In between, the studio is a state-of-the-art
classroom with expert instructors. As a living, breathing
workplace, In Your Ear is the best hands-on experience
CCE students can get, allowing them to work with industrystandard equipment and sought-after professionals.

tudents can c oose to ocus on arious s eciali ations
within media, from editorial storytelling to music production,
but they’re all required to collaborate on major projects—
a crucial skill in the world of media production.

The CCE has plenty of room to grow, and recent changes
project a bold future for it. In the past year, the center’s
courses have been made more visible to students when
enrolling in classes, and they’ve launched two Art Foundation
courses t at introduce rst ear ne arts and desi n
students to t e center s o erin s
“We set out not to be another academic department, but
to be a center,” says Woolman. “We wanted to operate
like a startup—lean and mean and nimble enough to create
something that responds to what’s happening out in the
industry or the marketplace that we can pilot or test drive
here. Maybe it evolves into a course, maybe it evolves into
an internship, maybe it evolves into something else.
But it’s a way to operate outside of a traditional discipline,
to give students a taste of how they can apply their skills
to industry.”

arts
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ne o t e reatest c allen es and lessin s o t is
program is that you learn how to work with other people,”
says AMPT student Sarah Kerndt, who earned her
BA in communication studies from Christopher Newport
ni ersit
ter raduatin s e anted to e a l
a er
but wasn’t sure how to break into the industry without
uc or al trainin
e
ro ra
el ed er nd
a career at teac in er s eciali ed and trans era le
skills in editing and production. “It’s given me a leg up.
I’ve learned so much about audio and post-production and
pre-production. It’s really been a crash course in the industry.”

ile t e
ro ra o ers a clear line ro class
assignments to future jobs, the CCE is full of similar
examples. A collaborative project developing new products
or co anies li e a ital ne can lead to an interns i
that transforms into a full-time job. Challenges faced
by students in Blackwell’s Creative Economy class have
sparked innovative modes of thinking that impressed
interviewers at IBM. And group projects with the potential
to be more than a PowerPoint presentation have led to
major investments and promising new businesses.

THE BUSINESS OF ART |

In the AMPT program, intensive hands-on coursework is
the fulcrum by which graduates leverage a major career
change. Co-managed by In Your Ear Studios, the one-year
ost accalaureate certi cate ro ra ta es raduates
from any discipline who are seeking employment in the
ast and ro in eld o di ital edia

Kahlil Shepard, who graduated from VCU’s broadcast
journalism program, enrolled in AMPT to better understand
t e roduction side o docu entar l
a in
t s reall
unique to VCU and to most universities, because you
don’t always get a chance to work in an environment with
technology and professors from various parts of the
industry. I think just being in this environment gives you
an advantage.”
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IN THE STUDIO:
CHRIS VISIONS,
COMIC ARTIST

Chris Visions (BFA ’07) is a Richmond-based artist whose work inspired this issue of
Studio. He works in graphic design, game design, storyboarding, illustration and comics.
n une e released t e rst issue o Trust Fall, written by collaborator Christopher
Sebela and published by AfterShock Comics.
Here, Visions talks about the comics industry, how he got his start, and what it’s like
to create a character.
Why comics?
I’ve always had a fascination with movies and cinema and storytelling. It seemed like
the most successful way to make my own movie, basically, on paper. With a story,
I can specify the themes that I’m going to hit on and tell them in an artful way that gets
people thinking.
How would you describe your aesthetic?
A lot of people have described it as kinetic and energetic. I want it to feel vibrant
and lifelike. When someone sees my art, I want them to feel something or to wrestle
with something.
I don’t want eye candy. Even with how expressive my work is, I’m still telling stories. It helps
you settle into those more subtle moments, instead of everything being in your face.
How did you get your start?
I went up to New York Comic-Con a couple of times and put a portfolio in and didn’t
ear an t in
ne ti e sold
car to a or t e us tic et to o tal ed to eal da s
[known for his imagery of Batman and Green Arrow] and got him to critique my work;
e totall tras ed it t e rst cou le o ti es tal ed to an editor o a e e an art
test for American Vampire. He said it was very ambitious, and that was it. It was like that,
over and over again.
Then, one time I went to the convention and didn’t bring a portfolio. I talked with a guy
o as a an e said to send i so e stu and lon stor s ort
rst real
professional gig was doing a cover for Adventure Time. It propelled me and got me into
rst oo Dead Letters.
What’s it like to work with a collaborator?
en riter risto er e ela and rst started or in on Dead Letters, we had
a Tumblr where we would share our interests and things to pull from them. You start
developing a language with that person and get in their head. For Trust Fall, Chris knows
me pretty well and leaves the door open for me to put myself in there. It’s a healthy
balance and probably one of the best experiences I’ve had.

ne o t e ost i ortant t in s as tau t as to create ro
o n e eriences
tr to ut as uc o
sel in t ere
ere it s a ro riate also tr to e at i e it
and not judge, the character. Wherever he goes, that’s his expression of who he is.
What’s challenging about working in comics?
lot o eo le ro antici e art and t e re li e create ro
assion and don t orr
about money, but that’s not the world we live in. People need more practical advice on
o to do t in s es eciall
en t e co e ro di erent econo ic ac rounds
And the industry is more accessible for some people than others.

arts

Everybody’s got their own path they have to take, but [we should] at least be honest
about it. Say, “Yeah, comics doesn’t pay great and a lot of it is about passion, but it’s also
setting up a plan of what you want to do and looking ahead, rather than what’s right in
front of your feet.”

IN THE STUDIO WITH CHRIS VISIONS |

How do you create a character?
Usually, I go through a lot of clearing cobwebs where I do basic sketches that I know
I won’t use, but it’s getting it out of my system. Then I start whittling away things that
are overdone and tropes and putting things in that speak to me.
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WORK IN PROGRESS
Sketchbooks play a crucial part in Chris Visions’
process—he rarely leaves home without one,
and can often be found sketching the scenes of his life.
“I always start super small, going back to our exercises
at VCUarts where we had one image and we had
to do 40 thumbnails,” he says. “That’s a good process
because you weed out the tropes and get down
to something unique. It’s like a playground or
a workshop, where you tool things and make them
better and eventually they can live outside that
and be their own piece.”
This emphasis on the fundamental skill of drawing
is one he learned in the Department of
Communications Arts. Alumni might pursue
a spectrum of careers, including many—
like concept artists, interactive media designers
and 3D animators—in the digital sphere,
ut all e in re nin t eir s ills in ure
drawing, illustration and visual studies.
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In the sketchbooks shown here, current Communication
Arts students provide a glimpse into their own
creative processes.

Featured artists: Gray Gibson,
Diansakhu Banton-Perry,
Caroline Harpring, Zhaoyi Wang,
Anna Bowder and Sidney Morgan
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Saxophonist Jason Arce (BM ’07) has worked
it recordin artists suc as ee er dele
oe onas and lood ran e is or it
CeCe Winans on her album Let Them Fall
in Love earned him an award for Best Gospel
Album at the 60th Grammy Awards in 2018.
He performed at Coachella this year and is
diligently working on a solo album.
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Reagan Lodge (BFA ’17), a comic artist and
writer, is in the process of completing inks
on his independently published 180-page
graphic novel, WYIT, which he began as
a senior in the Department of Communication
Arts. He is currently live-streaming his creative
rocess as a itc t a liate

Ruthie Edwards (BFA ’10) is an experience
designer and animator who’s dedicated herself
to developing more accessible digital
interfaces and experiences for users with
disabilities. In her spare time, she’s also an
enthusiastic video game designer and has
led panels on accessibility at VCU and
MAGfest. In May, she graduated from the
VCU Brandcenter with a master’s degree in
Experience Design.

t arc itecture and en ineerin r
SmithGroup, Stephanie Mitrović (BFA ’05) is
principal-in-charge at the company’s science
and tec nolo studio in oeni
ri ona
e
is t e rst o an and t e oun est in er r
to old t is osition itro i or s to di ersi
and expand the Phoenix studio, notably
securing a project to design the new Axon
Headquarters in Scottsdale. AZRE Business
Magazine recentl na ed itro i as one o
s ost nfluential o en in usiness

Kunitaro Ohi (BFA ’07) was named one of
30 fellows at Project Involve, the mentorship
and di ersit ro ra o t e non ro t il
nde endent orn in o o a an
i is
a cinematographer based in Washington, D.C.
Notable works include the Showtime
documentary series Years of Living Dangerously
and Paul Harrill’s debut feature Something,
Anything, which was a New York Times Critics’
Pick. Recently, several of his music videos
have been featured in publications such as
Rolling Stone, Billboard and
When he’s not working you can see him
wandering the streets taking photos of
abandoned shopping carts.

“Some people dream of meeting
their favorite artists—I teach mine.”
—Angelique Scott (BFA ’18), who teaches
painting, drawing, sculpture and graphic design
to Richmond high school students. Scott also
teaches workshops in Northern Virginia and
maintains a part-time studio practice.

A chance for a second life

Adjunct professor Julia E. Pfaff (MFA ’93)
divides her time between educating fashion
and craft students at VCUarts, and expanding
the boundaries of contemporary quilting
through her studio practice. Her quilted
constructions have been exhibited at venues
around the world, including the American Craft
Museum in New York, the Textile Museum in
Washington, D.C., and the Carnegie Center for
Art and History in Indiana. She also worked as
an archaeological technical artist in Greece,
Egypt and Jordan for more than 25 years, and
had her work included in books and
publications on quiltmaking and textiles.

Chris Kindred (BFA ’15) is an illustrator and
writer in Brooklyn, New York, whose clients
include The New Yorker, New York Times and
NPR. He is currently a graduate student in
NYU’s Game Center. While a VCUarts student,
Kindred was editor of The Commonwealth
Times comics section, as well as the founding
editor of the annual comics anthology Emanata.
His work can be found at chriskindred.com.

Wei Dong (MFA ’88) arrived in Richmond in 1986 with
just $5 to his name. “Back then, we were only allowed to
take $35 to the United States,” says Dong. “The taxi
driver took $30.”
He was beginning the graduate program in interior
environments at VCUarts after earning his bachelor’s
degree in arts and interior design from Tsinghua University
in ei in
on as a on t e er rst inese
citi ens to e acce ted to a uni ersit in t e est
Sweeping economic reforms in China allowed him to apply
to competing art schools overseas, but he chose to
attend VCUarts because Ringo Yung, then-professor of
interior design, reached out to him personally.

“If you would’ve told me 10 years ago
that I could build a career by combining
my love for the guitar with my arguably
less productive love for movies and
video games, I wouldn’t have believed you.”

Dong’s experience at VCUarts was just as much a cultural
exchange as an educational one. His classmates taught
him about American traditions by inviting him to
an s i in dinner n on s rst student e i ition
at Starke House, he demonstrated his passion for Chinese
brush painting.

—Nathan Mills (BM ’11), a classical guitar
performance major who now runs a successful
YouTube channel, “Beyond The Guitar,”
featuring his unique blend of classical guitar
and movie, television and video game
soundtracks.

“VCU really gave me a chance for a second life,” says Dong.
A year later, he was hired by Iowa State University.
He spent four years conducting research that anticipated
a digital future where freely accessible knowledge
would change the classroom dynamic. By the 1990s,
the industry had caught up. CAD software and online
communications were standard practice and digital media
ad trans or ed o desi ners isuali ed uildin s
with animation, 3D modeling and simulations. Dong
published multiple books on modern design practices
that gained international recognition.
Today, he is the Vilas Distinguished Achievement Professor
of design studies at University of Wisconsin-Madison.
He has cultivated a new design philosophy in reaction to
the ubiquity of computers—a process that blends manual
and digital rendering. In a new workshop, he introduces
Chinese brush painting and calligraphy as two instruments
for planning a house. It’s an idea that harkens back to his
trust in feng shui, the power of numbers and balance, and
yin and yang. To him, this blending of two traditions, old
and new, is a way for students and professors to move
forward together in their creative processes. Traditional
media, he says, provides a source for deep concentration
and calm in a fast-paced world.
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“I always see the opposite of elements,” Dong says.
“The computer is more systematic, with a broader
production impact. But you have more direct control
with physical design.”

arts

Amber Esseiva (BA ’12) is the assistant curator
at the Institute for Contemporary Art at VCU.
This year, she curated the fall exhibition Great
Force, which features newly commissioned
and recent work by 21 established and
emerging artists, including Pope.L, Sable
Elyse Smith, Charlotte Lagarde and Tomashi
Jackson. Through a variety of mediums,
er or ances u lic e ents and site s eci c
creations, the show addresses the reality
of race in America and how art can help
oppressed communities achieve visibility.

Dong’s unprecedented experience transformed his future,
opening opportunities for him to excel as a designer and
educator in the U.S. His experience with computer-aided
design software—a rare skill at the time—helped him land
a job with Marcellus Wright Cox Architects after graduating.
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Robin Verrier (BA ’13) is a prop stylist and
photographer who works through her company
Verry Robin & Co. to develop imagery for
fashion brands for social media, websites,
catalo s and a a ines errier s or as
appeared in publications such as Vogue,
Southern Living, Architectural Digest and Brides.

Gordy Haab (BM ’00) is the composer of Star
Wars Battlefront II (2018), for which he won
Video Game Score of the Year from the
American Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers. Haab has also composed critically
acclaimed scores for games such as Halo
Wars 2 (2017) and Crusaders of Light (2017).

As a graduate student in the Department of Painting + Printmaking,
Ander Mikalson (MFA ’12) set out to capture the sound of the
uni erse s rst e losi e o ents
e ro ect too ei t ears
and involved reconstructing a vintage recording device,
interpreting NASA satellite data, and collaborating with experts
in astronomy and composition. Her ambitious work culminated in
a performance of Score for the Big Bang in a sonorous cathedral.
It also led Mikalson to an artist research fellowship at the
Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C., where she’s studying
o t e u an oice and scienti c instru ents can or in
concert. This time, her tools will include the acoustic instruments
collection at the National Museum of American History, and
Alexander Graham Bell’s working lab books at the Dibner Library.
Combined with rebuilt 19th century recording and playback
machines, she plans to develop a new body of work that draws
from the history of the synthesis and transmission of the voice.
“By bringing the devices into an art context as sculptural and
performative objects,” she says, “my intention is not to evoke
nostalgia for the past, but rather to insist upon the vital relevance
of our technological history to the present, and to our future.”

is on t e er rst ti e re a ricatin ast in entions e ore
she composed Score for the Big Bang, she built a phonautograph,
the earliest sound recording device, out of steel, plaster and
animal skin. She used the device to capture data archived by
a NASA satellite. But the phonautograph wasn’t designed for
playback; her desire to replay sounds from deep space inspired
Score for the Big Bang.
reali ed t at needed to or it t at sound directl s e
says. “That sound actually preceded the structure of the universe
that we see today.”
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Score for the Big Bang was performed at the Cathedral of
the Sacred Heart in 2018. More than 80 singers from Richmond
Symphony Chorus, VCU Commonwealth Singers, Handel
Choir of Baltimore and Third Practice, a Washington-based
chamber vocal group, comprised the ensemble, which was
directed by Erin Freeman, director of choral activities in
the VCUarts Department of Music, and Brian Bartoldus, artistic
director and conductor of the Handel Choir.
In pursuing the haunting and awesome roar of the Big Bang,
Mikalson enlisted the talents of Mark Whittle, a professor
of astronomy at the University of Virginia, Stephen Vitiello,
chair of the Kinetic Imaging department, music alumnus
James Elliott Shelton (BA ’11) and aroline a a ulit er
ri e innin co oser

IN THE
LAB WITH
DJ HARRISON
It might be a piano chord or the strum of a guitar or
a simple drum beat. When Devonne Harris (BM ’11),
aka DJ Harrison, sits down to write a new song,
t ose rst loo s o elod and r t
eco e
the map that guides his entire production.
The multi-instrumentalist performer and producer
ta es a scienti c a roac to son ritin
a technique he says he learned in the VCUarts
a
tudies ro ra
et er e s ennin ne
instrumentals for his solo work or developing
tracks with his band Butcher Brown, Harris builds
his songs methodically by researching and
experimenting with new sounds.
oin e tensi e researc is de nitel so et in
I practice—listening to new recordings, watching
videos of performances and interviews,” Harris says.

Harris further staked his claim in the Richmond
usic scene a out e ears a o
en e
co-founded the Jellowstone music production
studio it o
rass and leader and ello
VCUarts classmate Reggie Pace. Located
inside an unassuming house in the Near West End,
the studio has been the cradle of many new
projects by local artists released under the
Jellowstone Records label.

ALUMNI |
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Harris’ curious ear has been just as important to
his success. Harris is the son of a record DJ
and was a crate-digger from a young age,
sampling sounds from recordings that spanned
decades and genres. Those formative years
shaped his wide sonic palate, deft hand and
eagerness to explore new sounds that defy
cate ori ation
en is and utc er ro n
descri es its st le as ara e un a un
In his young career, he’s performed across the
countr it alactic ur ua a asi as in ton
and teel an at a clu s esti als and concert
halls. He even recorded with Jack White on his
recent album, Boarding House Reach.

“I grew up recording to tape, so I like to keep that
aesthetic while recording,” he says “Even if it’s
to a DAW [digital audio workstation] software,
I try to play every part as close as possible to the
nal tr in to not rel so uc on editin
ere
are de nitel certain sounds use to et desired
e ects ut
also tr in to nd ne
a so
crafting tones unfamiliar to the ear.”
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takeover

VCUarts alumni can be found everywhere, from the red carpet to
the Johnson Space Center—and now they’re taking us along
for the ride. In a series of Instagram takeovers last year, alumni
gave us virtual tours of their studios and businesses, handed us
a uest ass to t e et ala and t e
ards l ed
ac sta e re earsals o dances and la s and da led us it
ideo ro
and
ro t eir rst cu o co ee to t e
bike ride home, here are just a few scenes from their daily lives.

takeov
Think you have an Instagram-worthy story?
Tell us more at @VCUarts or artssocial@vcu.edu.

INSTAGRAM TAKEOVERS |
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SHARING
PRACTICES
Before Wes Taylor and MK Abadoo could co-teach their new course—
Dance, Design, and Community Justice—they wanted to get to know
each other.

Both have creative practices that are rooted in collaboration. Taylor,
a graphic design and Art Foundation professor, is a lead artist in the

Detroit-based Complex Movements collective, while iCubed fellow and
dance professor Abadoo choreographs performance works using the
anti-racist values and principles of the People’s Institute for Survival

and Beyond, Angela’s Pulse and Urban Bush Women. They wanted the
same spirit of partnership to shape their teaching.
ndi idualis

is a

ani estation o t e do inant raciali ed culture

Abadoo says. “This idea that well-intentioned individual choices will
bring the changes communities need actually undermines justicea in

t ta es floc in it ta es collecti e isdo

to do t e or

“Even in teaching practice, the dominant practice of a singular teacher
limits our capacities as educators to facilitate equitable learning

environments. Equity and justice require partnership—in leadership,
learning and followership.”

Before the semester began, Taylor and Abadoo met to dance,

| SHARING PRACTICES

As Taylor and Abadoo were creating space for dialogue about racism,

another graphic design professor, Nontsikelelo Mutiti, was challenging
students in her Research as Practice topics course to uncover the
voices that are often missing in contemporary design.

The exploration led to As, Not For: Dethroning Our Absolutes, an

exhibition curated by MICA faculty Jerome Harris featuring his research
archiving the work of African American graphic designers from the last
century. Students designed the space and the installation, which
included or s ran in

ro

u ois data ortraits to

a a ine

ads and Spike Lee movie posters, alongside student dissections of
contemporary design textbooks.

“As a queer, transgender and mixed Asian student,” says Rin Kim (BFA ’19),
“this class helped educate me to other designers of color throughout

the diaspora and gave me invaluable resources about designers within
o n

ar inali ed identities t in

ractice is a lot

ore

ature

[as a result]. There’s a new care and consideration of all aspects of
cultural production and research evaluation.”

While As, Not For brought certain voices to light, Mutiti says it’s still

implement with their students.

hundreds more of these projects initiated by faculty and students

Bringing together dance and graphic design students, the course

limited to the perspectives of a single individual. She wants to see
around the country.

introduced principles of community building as creative and artistic

“Works produced from a range of cultural contexts and time periods can

clear objectives. They fostered bold and compassionate dialogue about

a more holistic image of what’s going on in the world, especially in this

practices, and discussed how to establish intentional partnerships with
power dynamics, and developed shared structures for mitigating them.
With further guidance from Free Egunfemi, a local historical strategist

and founder of UntoldRVA, they pulled issues from Richmond’s past into
the present through publications, movement and interactive installations,
and made connections to the contemporary media landscape.

arts

Taylor says, “and how that can be a powerful tool as an artist.”

design and collage together, building a foundation for their class
and an embodiment of the sharing process they hoped to
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e students started to understand ust o e ecti e acilitation is

be included in the discourse around graphic design,” she says. “We need
moment, when we have the capacity to travel like never before. We can

access archives, glean things from the Internet and work out of our own
e

erience to reflect t e realit o t e ric cultural roduction t at

exists now and in the past. Yes, we are in this location, but this location

and our community is a lot more complex and there are a lot more layers.”
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work created during her shared practice

arts

MK Abadoo performs a collaborative
with Wes Taylor.
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8th Biennial Hamad bin Khalifa
Symposium on Islamic Art
November 10–11, 2019

Inspired by Qatar’s distinctive location as part of international trade routes
lin in t e entral sla ic lands t e

editerranean and t e ndian cean

the eighth biennial Hamad bin Khalifa Symposium on Islamic Art will foster
discussions touching upon some of the most vital questions raised by
these vibrant and rich interchanges of the arts.

The Hamad bin Khalifa Symposium on Islamic Art is the leading international

conference on Islamic art and architecture. Find out more at islamicartdoha.org.

